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1. Overview 
1.1.  On December 8 at the Cisco Collaboration Summit, Cisco unveiled a broader vision for 

Spark service. Spark is now central to Cisco’s strategy for collaboration and includes UC 

(and UCaaS), conferencing, messaging, and enterprise video.  

1.2. This 2Pager highlights several similarities and differences between Microsoft Skype for 

Business (S4B) and Cisco Spark. Please note that although there is significant overlap, 

these solutions are fundamentally different. 

1.3. There’s a lot to cover in 2Pages – highlights only, and user experience is not addressed. 

2. Similarities in Architecture and Vision  
2.1. Both solutions are cloud-first. This is fairly significant as neither were 18 months ago.  

2.2. Both solutions are designed around Microsoft Office (including Outlook and Exchange) 

and Active Directory. Neither solution is tightly integrated with Google Apps.  

2.3. Both vendors overcomplicate collaboration with multiple apps. On MS it’s S4B, Outlook, 

Yammer, and OneDrive (plus video partners). On Cisco it’s Spark, WebEx, and Jabber 

(plus Office and Exchange).  

2.4. Both solutions are available with three deployment models: pure-cloud, premises-cloud 

hybrid, and partner hosted. In both cases, pure-cloud offers light telephony capabilities.  

Deployment Microsoft S4B Cisco Spark 

Pure Cloud Office365 with S4B UCaaS 
(Available now) 

Cisco Spark with partner 
provided PSTN (Q1-16) 

Hybrid CloudPBX – cloud call control, 
premises-based 
infrastructure and PSTN 

Cisco Spark cloud service 
integrated though premises-
based Cisco Expressway and 
Cisco Call Control. 

Partner Hosted Private cloud S4B integrated 
with O365 or premises-based 
Microsoft infrastructure 

Cisco Spark with partner 
hosted Cisco HCS UCaaS 
infrastructure.  

3. Significant Differences  
3.1. PSTN: Microsoft is addressing PSTN directly by becoming a carrier itself. Cisco will rely 

on partners to pair Spark with in-region providers for PSTN services. Microsoft’s 

approach involves heavier lifting and streamlines the approach for the customer. 

Cisco’s approach is provider-friendly and should accelerate global expansion.  
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3.2. Hardware: Microsoft has prided itself on being a software company, but has been 

expanding its hardware focus (X-Box, PCs, laptops, and the Surface Hub room system). 

Cisco is shifting the other way from hardware to software. It produces its own IP 

phones and a variety of room-based video systems. Spark offers stronger hard/soft 

integration such as QR code IP phone provisioning and in-room proximity detection.  

3.3. Office Integration: Both solutions work with the Microsoft suite. Microsoft has a tighter 

integration across its portfolio including calendaring and OneDrive.  

3.4. Mobile-First: S4B largely provides a desktop-first environment, and its mobile clients 

have lagged its desktop client. Spark offers a desktop client, but also supports a pure-

web experience and strong mobile clients. Cisco has a strategic partnership with Apple, 

though few details and no solutions have yet emerged.  

3.5. Email: Microsoft’s vision is Exchange/Email Centric. Cisco’s vision is messaging centric, 

and this is less understood in the enterprise.  

3.6. Partner Ecosystem: Microsoft has built out an impressive ecosystem of partners and 

solutions for S4B. The process involves both front-end approvals and certified testing. 

Cisco opens its Spark APIs to all users.  

3.7. Deployment: S4B is a product and/or a service. Cisco Spark is a Cisco hosted service.  

4. Opinion 
4.1. Where the puck are we? Microsoft is skating to where the puck is and Cisco is skating to 

where it believes the puck will be. This may sound like a slam against Microsoft, but 

realistically enterprise pucks move very slowly. Microsoft has momentum, but there is 

some evidence the market is ready for enterprise messaging.  

4.2. Both companies are moving very quickly. S4B was not designed as a cloud service – 

Microsoft created a carrier-grade, hosted service from its premises-based product and 

began offering carrier services. Cisco announced Project Square one year ago, and it is 

now central to is collaboration strategy. Microsoft UCaaS is newly available, and Cisco 

will be available soon. Sustaining the innovation rate will be challenging.  

4.3. Cisco has a longer history of voice capabilities including advanced call center, but a less 

mature platform.  

4.4. The categories are blurring as both Cisco and Microsoft are going broad. In the past 

there’s been clear distinctions between UC, UCaaS, messaging, and conferencing. 

Enterprise messaging is the least mature (and understood). Spark is difficult to classify – 

is it UC, video, messaging, or conferencing – what Magic Quadrant? When does a 

customer evaluate it and what will it replace?  

4.5. For years Microsoft and Cisco have shared a similar vision on unified communications, 

and have primarily competed on customer experience. Customers will now need to 

consider Cisco’s revised messaging-centric vision and direction with Spark.  


